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In forecast verification literature there are fewer studies that analyze the 

impact of boundary conditions in the skill of local weather forecast.
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Aim of this research:

3. Conditional skill of WRF application per run regarding GFS 
errors.

Asses how much the 

performance of the SIATA 

forecast relies in the accuracy 
of the GFS data.

1. Spatial Skill of GFS at the boundaries of WRF outer domain.

2. Temporal Skill of GFS Forecast at the boundaries of WRF outer domain.

Skill WRF forecast (t) =  WRF model skill (t, skill GFS forecast (t) )

GFS evaluation 

Benchmark data: NCEP final analysis (FNL) 1°x1°- 6H

Evaluation of GFS as boundary data in WRF

Benchmark data: QPE from C-band radar data (Sepulveda, 2015)
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Errors in all variables increase sharply with the forecast lead time, but only the RMSE 
in meridional winds reach to exceed the standard deviation of FNL data
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Specific Humidity

Spatial skill of GFS at the boundaries

Major errors occurs over oceanic 

lower and medium troposphere Lower troposphere 

dry bias

Medium troposphere 

wet bias
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Zonal winds

Spatial skill of GFS at the boundaries

Pacific upper troposphere 

winds weaker than FNL 

winds

Similar pattern of meridional 

winds but present a major 

magnitudes of RSME.
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2. Temporal 
skill of GFS 
forecast at the 
boundaries

Methodology

Errors per each GFS run:

2013-2019 GFS boundary data per run 

and FNL data

Errors per lead time hour:

2015-2019 GFS data separated by lead 

hour and FNL data

Result: Error values per 

forecasted hour and 

boundary

Result: Error values per 

daily GFS run and 

boundary
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3. Conditional 
skill of WRF 
application per 
run regarding 
GFS errorsAbove median: histograms 

when GFS has higher errors

Bellow median: histograms 

when GFS has lower errors

Methodology: Conditional analysis of errors per run

Local 

forecast 

error

Boundary data  

GFS error

Median of GFS error



SYNAPSIS  Configuration:

Medium-range forecast

Conditional skill of WRF according to GFS errors

RDFS Configuration: 

Short-range forecast
Forecast lead 

time: 

Domain: 

Microphysics 

scheme:

120 hours

Triple nested domain

Lin (PAR002), Eta Ferrier (PAR005), 
Thompson (PAR008) Schemes. 

Doble nested domain

30 hours ,1 run with C-band radar data assimilation 

RDA version and CTR without data assimilation

Thompson Scheme 
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Take home 
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The probability of obtaining lesser errors in 6-Hourly rainfall is higher when 

the humidity are well represented. Then is more important having input 

data with an accurate representation of the moisture transport.

Future work:

Make an evaluation of local forecast by rainfall events using different  

global circulation models, like the operational forecast of ECMF.

GFS provides good boundary conditions to produce weather 

forecast in the Aburrá Valley (Colombia) using WRF model.

There are certain configurations more sensitive to changes in 

the ability of GFS representing the state variables in the 

boundaries.
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